By interpreting infinitely many two-level atoms as a mean field quantum lattice system in a recent paper the time evolution of the Dicke Maser model has been elaborated in terms of operator algebraic methods. Using these results, here the emitted radiation of the infinite Dicke model is investigated. It is shown how the collective behaviour of the atoms influences the quantized radiation, which for large times becomes classically coherent (in the sense of Glauber). The field modes which are (approximately) resonant with the level-splitting energy of the atoms are found to be the essential part of the generated coherent light, and thereby determine its macroscopic nature. Furthermore, the destruction and revival of coherence, the mean number of the emitted photons during the time evolution, as well as their spatial distribution are discussed.
§ 1. Introduction
In terms of operator algebraic quantum statistical mechanics the present work gives a detailed microscopic description how the coherent light is dynamically generated from the macroscopic preparation of the radiating atoms or molecules. For this we use the extended Dicke model of an earlier paper [1] in which we studied the limiting dynamics with the number of the radiating two-level atoms going to infinity. Thereby the interaction strength remains on the level of finitely many atoms, which one may interpret as a weak coupling of the radiation field to a macroscopic atomic reservoir.
In terms of a perturbational treatment one first selects adequate representations of the uncoupled systems. The representation of the atomic C*-algebra is chosen according to the sharp values of the cooperation and excitation numbers, r\ resp. y, which (up to a phase) completely determine and characterize the classical part, that is the collective features of the infinite atomic system due to its macroscopic preparation.
In [1] the photons had testfunctions of unspecified nature. In the present investigation the physically real case is considered. The electromagnetic field is assumed to be quantized in the full euclidean space R 3 and all (momentum-) modes keR 3 are included into the model discussion.
However, for notational simplicity in Sections 2 to 4 only one direction of polarization is considered, whereas in Section 5 we briefly outline the case of arbitrary polarization. For the relevant representation for the photonic C*-Weyl algebra the Fock representation is chosen, since at time zero only a few photons are assumed to be present. These assumptions are essential for the emitted radiation to become coherent during the time evolution. The interaction of the atoms and the radiation is given in terms of the so-called coupling function (/). Their Fourier transform $ evaluated at keR 3 ,
(j)(k), gives the coupling constant between each two-level atom (with level-splitting e>0) and the field mode k. In physical applications (f) is uniquely calculated by use of the wave functions of the two energy levels of the type of atoms or molecules under consideration. For hydrogen-like systems we give the explicit formula in Section 5. It is based on the rotating-wave-approximation for the interaction (for more details see [2, Section 3.2] , [3] ). Our investigations concerning the Dicke model ( [4] , [1] and the present paper) are inspired by the work of Davies [5] , [6] , where related problems are discussed, however, by considering for the dynamics only the collective behaviour of the atoms, which there is set up in an ad hoc manner. In [1] the infinite atomic system is regarded as a mean field quantum lattice system, so that in the total limiting dynamics both aspects of the atoms, the quantum as well as the classical part, occure.
The present paper is devoted to the emitted radiation of the infinite Dicke model. If v t , teR, is the (limiting) Schrodinger dynamics of the total system, we restrict the time evolved states v t (oj) for arbitrary (normal in the uncoupled representation) initial states co to the photon field, the restriction of which we denote by v f (co)| b .
We perform the infinite time limit t -*• oo and prove the existence and the form of the time asymptotic photon states R t (a)) in the sense of weak*-lim ( v t (a))\ b -R t (a)) ) = 0.
(1.1) 2n The time dependence in R t ((D) is periodic with period -and arises from s the classical flow on the classical phase space of the atoms, which expresses their collective dynamical behaviour. From the shape of the states R t (co) one recognizes how the classical, macroscopic ordering of the atomic system influences the photon field. The time asymptotic states turn out to be (fully) coherent, classical states on the photonic C*-Weyl algebra.
The coherence properties are discussed in their operator algebraic version ( [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] ), which is an extension and refinement of Glauber's original definition [12] and obtained by a smearing procedure with one-photon testfunctions. The algebraic formulation of a photon state to be coherent is characterized by the factorization of the normally ordered expectation values of the creation and annihilation operators with respect to a linear form on the one-photon testfunction space. This extended coherence condition naturally allows to consider more general cases than coherent states, which are normal to the Fock representation.
Indeed, here in the Dicke model it depends on the coupling constants (j)(k) for the resonant modes k (which fulfill |&|=e), whether the generated coherent light is of microscopic or macroscopic nature, that is, whether the appearing coherent states R t (a)) are normal resp. disjoint to the Fock representation.
As we will see, the coherence properties occurring for large times are determined by a linear form L on the one-photon testfunctions, which depends uniquely on the coupling function (/>, and which is additively decomposed into two very different terms. The first one represents the exact resonance between the radiation field and the two levels of each atom, whereas the other term concerns the remaining modes.
Because, as mentioned above, the coupling function $ is uniquely determined by the wave functions of the considered two energy levels, we have in general (j)(k)^Q for some resonant modes k, which is equivalent for the linear form L to be unbounded with respect to the norm topology on the one-photon testfunction space. As a consequence our coherent time asymptotic states R t (a)) are not realizable by density operators on Fock space. In fact, for unbounded L during the time evolution there are so many emitted photons, that v t (w)\ b leaves Fock space, when time goes to infinity. The statistical correlations inherent in the factorization property of R t ((D) then extend over so many photons (the photon mean number is strictly infinite) that macroscopic features of the electromagnetic field are generated. Especially a macroscopic phase observable is displayed, which arises from the classical atomic ordering, which is expressed in terms of the fixed cooperation and excitation numbers, Y\ resp. y, and the collective phase observable. This demonstrates that for unbounded L in the asymptotic states one recovers the classical atomic aspects.
In detail we proceed as follows. In Section 2 we recapitulate the notions and results of [1] , as well as some preliminary facts concerning states on the Weyl algebra. The linear form L, the time asymptotic states R t ((D) and their averages R(a)) over the time period are deduced in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to a discussion of the properties of the emitted radiation: microscopic and macroscopic quantum optical coherence, destruction and revival of coherence, the mean number of emitted photons during the time evolution, and finally the spatial distribution of the photons in the time asymptotic states. As mentioned above, in Section 5 we briefly outline the case of all directions of polarization.
For the comparison of the present model with the more common versions with finitely many atoms we refer to the review paper [13] . §2 0 Description of the Model
The following formulation of the Dicke model is based on the previous paper [1] , For the sake of a self-contained presentation we recapitulate some fundamental notions and results, supplementing some generalities of Boson states.
The atomic system is regarded as an infinite mean field quantum lattice system with the inductive limit C*-algebra j/= (x) M 2 , neN where the complex 2 x 2-matrices M 2 are the algebra of observables for each two-level atom. Each atom is assumed to have the same Hamiltonian with a strictly positive level-splitting e>0.
The electromagnetic field is taken to be quantized in the whole euclidean space J? 3 , but for notational simplicity only one direction of polarization is considered. In Section 5, however, we briefly outline the considerations including all directions of polarization. by the equation
In the coupling term B± = 1 0 (X) j5e ±l!9 e^f l are the collective raising and lowering operators of the atoms, where In the present paper we investigate the time evolution of the electromagnetic field, that is, we are interested in the restrictions v t (co)\ b of the time evolved states v t (co), teR, to the bosonic part (photons):
=-^2^2 du
Clearly, v f (co)| & defines for each tER and every a>e^f lF a state on the photon C*-algebra 1^(E), which is normal to the Fock representation.
Let us at this point introduce some notations concerning states on the Weyl algebra if(E) (see also [1, Section 3] [8] .
For a regular state (p on if(E) we denote the field, creation, resp. annihilation operators associated with the GNS-representation (Il^Jf ^,,0^) of q> by fl>n,tf) = <W, <(/) = <(/)> ^sp. a n ,(f) = a 9 (f), feE.
The Fock representation T1 F is just the GNS-representation of the Fock 
In the case of an analytic state (p on *W(E) the cyclic vector O^, is contained in the domain of every polynomial of field operators O^t/), because of which one commonly defines the expectation values of the unbounded field expressions as
for arbitrary /!,-•• J m e E and wEJV [14] . §3. The Photon Field at Large Times
The existence of the time asymptotic states R t (a))> teR, toeJ^jr, on i^(E) in the sense of (1.1) is based essentially on two facts. First, since the one-photon Hamiltonian ^J -A has a purely absolutely continuous spectrum, one obtains (3.1) a result from scattering theory, [15] p. 11 Off. Secondly, we have to perform the infinite time limit of the (bounded) linear forms /e E h-> <A t |/X teR, where
with the coupling function (j) of (2.5), and e>0, the level-splitting of a single atom. To obtain the existence of some limiting linear form L:E -» C with we however have to specialize the one-photon testfunction space E. For this we introduce in momentum space R 3 the energy sphere of resonant modes
we demand E to be a subspace of is^1 in a neighborhood of Sj, (3.5) where ^k for &eATu{oo} means the &-times continuously differentiable functions. According to Section 2 E also has to fulfill (2.1) and to be dense in L 2 (J? 3 ).
For the existence of the limits in (3.3) we also have to assume the coupling function $ to be an element of E maK . 
with the linear forms L r and L" 
Jo Js E Jus 1*1 -e where the principal value is taken with respect to the radial integral. Now, using the Fourier transformation F with (3.2) we obtain tl/> = M <e-' r(^-e ty|/>dT = t'
Jo Jo We now arrive at the main theorem of the present section, which ensures the existence of the time asymptotic states R t (a>) on the Weyl algebra with /z, from (3.2) and the flow q>1' y on T^ y from (2.6).
(ii) With (2.14) and (3.1) one immediately checks Proof. See [7] , [8] , and [9] .
• For arbitrary initial state o>e J Since the coupling function (j)eE maii is uniquely determined by the wave functions of the two energy levels of the atoms or molecules under consideration (remember: level-splitting £>0), in physical applications in general one has <?|s E^0 > which is equivalent to the unboundedness ofL:E->C.
E->C is bounded (with respect to the norm on E).

4.2* Destruction and revival of coherence
The set of all (fully) coherent Fock-normal states on 'W(E), which are discussed by Glauber to be of physical relevance [20] 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Proposition 3.4 and [7] , [8] . H
In both cases of the above proposition, g = 0 and^^O, the "wrong" coherence at £ = 0, which is associated with the linear form /eEW^ -g|/) is destroyed during the time evolution. After enough time having elapsed (t-*ao) the new quantum optical coherence is build up, which now is in accordance with the resonance frequency of the atoms and expressed by the factorization of (4.1) in terms of the linear form L.
Mean number of emitted photons
Since L is unbounded for /? ^ 0 the time asymptotic states ^a s correspond formally to strictly infinite mean numbers of photons. However, for finite times £>0 the states v t (a>)\ b , a>e^" flF , are normal to the Fock representation and the photon number is finite. Here we investigate, how the photon number increases in time and finally becomes infinite as £-»oo. We do not calculate the general problem, but start with the case where no photon is present at t = Q, more exactly, with the initial state w a ® a> F E 3F a j> where is an arbitrary atomic state. By means of (4.4), (3.16) Thus the growth of the mean photon number is determined by the map teR\-> ||/z f || 2 , which turns out to be linear in time, a result which goes back to [5] . where we have used (3.1). lim<^ + 0|/> = 0 also follows from (3.1). 
. s E For large times by Proposition 4.6 the emission rate is constant and uniqely determined by the coupling constant (j)(k) at the resonant modes k e S E . 4o4 0 Spatial distribution of the emitted photons For <pe^a s in the case of /?^0 and of unbounded L the mean photon number is strictly infinite, however, as we will show, with a finite, non-vanishing density. We follow ideas and methods of [21] The quantization procedure in the Coulomb gauge leads to the C*-Weyl The formula demonstrates the dependence of the emission characteristics from the wave functions of the selected two energy levels of the considered type of atoms and molecule, which determine the coupling function (j) uniquely. For the example of hydrogenlike atoms the coupling function (l>EE m3LJi is calculated as follows: With the wave functions *F t , *FjeL 2 (H  3 ) for the upper resp. lower energy level of the active electron (level-splitting £>0) the Fourier transform $ is proportional to P div -^-, (cf. [2] , [3] ) where the function F^ is given by the scalar products
Here p = -i( -, -, -) denotes the usual momentum operator and 8x 1 dx 2 dx$ q = (x ly x 29 x^) the position operator in the Hilbert space L 2 (.R 3 ) for the electron. For the interaction is used the rotating-wave-approximation. Concrete calculations of (f>(ls -2s and \s-2p) and estimates for $ are provided in [3] .
